We report a design case in the context of self-defense training, that was designed by participants of a coach development course for violence prevention coaches for emergency services. The game was designed to foster skill development with regards to the defense against knife attacks in the context of self-defense. Following pedagogical principles of representative learning design, this game gives an idea of how self-defense skills could be developed in a game-like and student-centered environment.
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INTRODUCTION

Through the lens of participatory issues, learning in the context of self-defense is a two-edged sword. While civilians may choose voluntarily to participate in personal protection programs (Heil, Staller, & Körner, 2017), law enforcement and emergency personal are subjected to mandatory trainings (Di Nota & Huhta, 2019; Rajakaruna, Henry, Cutler, & Fairman, 2017). Current research suggests that especially training in the area of physical confrontations does not transfer well into the real world (Jager, Klatt, & Bliesener, 2013; Renden, Nieuwenhuy, Savelsbergh, & Oudejans, 2015). As recently argued, this may be due to the traditional methodology employed, focusing more on isolated skill development than on the application of these skills in variable and representative learning tasks (Körner & Staller, 2018). Additionally, motivational deficits arising through this traditional methodology may account for sometimes observed low engagement and investment of individuals in such programs (Honess, 2016).

Drawing from suggestions of game design in the context of self-defense training (Staller, Heil, Klemmer, & Körner, 2017a), a coach development session of violence prevention coaches for emergency serviced was built around the principles of good game design and the opportunities for making mandatory self-defense training more fun and meaningful, thus promoting engagement, while equally ensuring skill development through representative learning design (Pinder, Davids, Renshaw, & Araújo, 2011). In the current paper, we report a design case for a game of self-defense developed by the participants of that coach development course.

THE CONTEXT OF THE DESIGN CASE

The coach development course was attended by 16 participants, who aimed at developing the competencies to plan and deliver violence prevention workshops within their departments in the near future. The course was conducted by three coach developers (MS, VH, RK) and lasted for two weeks. It took place in a seminar room within a library that was closed during the duration of the coach development course. Besides providing the future violence prevention coaches with the declarative and procedural knowledge of
conducting efficient training programs, the recurrent issue of a lack of motivation in former mandatory training settings was frequently brought up by participants of the program. Drawing from the literature of good game design (Pallesen, 2013; Schell, 2008) discussions revolved around how to account for representative task design in order to ensure skill transfer while simultaneously bolster motivation through the use of game design elements, specifically the use of a story, aesthetics and game mechanics.

At the end of the coach development course, coaches had to design and conduct a training session about a chosen topic in order to be licensed as a violence prevention coach. A group of four coaches chose the topic of “coping with knife attacks” for their final coaching test. The participants of the training session, with a total of 45 minutes, were the other participants (n = 12) of the course. The training session comprised of a small targeted warm-up with subsequent representative partner interactions on a 1:1 basis with a focus on adaptive behavior against knife attacks. This training section took place in a cleared area (no obstacles, etc.) next to the library. After 25 minutes, the participants were presented with the final task, a self-defense-game called “Doom”.

A GAME OF SELF-DEFENSE

The self-defense game “Doom” had a similar narrative as the 1993 classic computer game from ID Software: In a research facility, a portal to hell has been accidentally opened, so that demons invaded the facility. The players had to escape from the facility through the main exit, which requires to find and use two different key cards. These key cards have to be found by the players, while simultaneously avoiding and fighting against attacking demons on the facility, while demons continuously patrol the premises. After retrieving the two key cards, participants were able to open the main gate and escape the research facility. Before the key cards could be inserted, the key card slots had to be powered up by the energy wrist bands the player were wearing from the beginning of the game.

The Creation of “Doom”

The design team chose “Doom” as the template for the self-defense game for two reasons: First, discussions in the coffee breaks regularly revolved around pop cultural media such as movies and games throughout the coach developing course. As such, the designing team knew that participants of their game would acknowledge references to popular culture within their training session and that the game centered learning environment would relate to participants’ real-life experience.

Second, the coach development course heavily focused on designing learning environments that (a) allow for high amounts of representatively designed self-defense interactions between the learner and his/her environment, (b) include direct and immediate feedback, (c) allow for different difficulty levels and (d) that are engaging. Concerning representatively designed interactions, the recently postulated partner interaction paradigm (Staller & Körner, 2018; Staller, Körner, & Heil, 2019a) provided the rules of engagement with regards to the interactions. Within this framework, the person in the center of the learning process is termed “player” being responsible for the health and safety of their counterparts (the “simulators”), while acting as close to the behavior in the field as possible. The simulator is responsible for providing high amounts of representative interactions that include the information variables that are likely to be encountered in the field while providing feedback with his/her behavior depending on the actions of the player. Within the coach development course, the first author (MS) referred to “Doom” as a good example of a video game with high amounts of interactions with direct and immediate feedback for the player through which video games learn adaptive gaming behavior in an engaging way (Staller et al., 2017a). The designing team took this example literally by actually creating a Doom game for the context of self-defense practice.

The design decisions were based around four intertwined aspects of good game design: a story, aesthetics, game mechanics and technology (Schell, 2008). The story and the aesthetics were taken from the classic Doom game, which lead to cheering and laughter of the participants when they were introduced to the game. The technology mainly focused on interactions between simulators and players in order to allow for functional skills to developed. This was intended to be achieved by incorporating well-designed game mechanics, which will be explained in the next session.

The Game Mechanics

The Playing Area

The game took place in a library with small corridors and lots of shelves that was located next to the cleared training area that was used before in the training session. Players had to move tactically around the corners of the shelves in order to not get surprised by a demon. The main exit was indicated with a white curtain and two key card slots (see Figure 1). The playing area, with its narrow aisles and lots of corners, constrained behavior of the players in a way that they have to carefully enter new areas of the playing area by slicing corners and displaying other forms of adaptable behavior, in order to not get surprised by a demon. Without a direct focus of this tactical aspect within the training session, the designing team incorporated this design aspect intentionally into the game, since tactical behavior has been considered as an important characteristic of expert self-defense performance (Staller, Abraham, Poolton, & Körner, 2018).

Furthermore, the game designers switched off the lights in the library area partially, so that some areas were darker than others. Finally, loud rock music was playing during
the game. Both features (darkness and loudness) were intentionally built into the game to (a) make it harder for the player to track and locate the demons and (b) to incorporate characteristically features of real-world conflict situations into the game (Staller, Körner, Heil, & Kecke, 2019b). As such, surprise attacks of demons occurred quite often, complimenting results of research identifying surprise as one of the key features in hand-to-hand combat situations (Jensen & Wrisberg, 2014).

The Demons

The simulators within the game were “the demons” that were played by three of the four coaches. Since the learning goal of the self-defense session was to defend knife attacks, the demons were armed with training knives made of wood (see Figure 2). In previous training sessions, participants and coaches have learned to train representatively while taking care of the health and safety of the partner (Staller, Zaiser, & Körner, 2017b). While the demons tried to stab the players with the wooden knives, the players were only allowed to mark their punches and kicks on the demons for safety reasons. In the coach development sessions, all participants of the course learned about the concept of extrapolation within partner interaction. This refers to the ability of the simulator to extrapolate from the marked attack and react as if this attack would have been hit. As such, the demons (as simulators) were able to react interactively to the actions of the players depending on how hard the players marked their attacks and to what area they aimed for (e.g., head, body). If the player marked enough counter-attacks on the demon, he fell to the ground indicating that the player has won this encounter (see Figure 2). The demons “resurrected” after five seconds by standing up again and continuing attacking the other players, who were looking for the key cards. This allowed the player to consider the current problem as solved while ensuring future interactions to be possible with the demon. The attacking behavior of the demons progressed throughout the game in order to provide players with new challenges and variability in order to trigger the adaptation of their behavior. While initially, the demons moved slowly...
towards the players, demons became faster every two minutes of the gameplay.

The Players

Twelve players, which were the participants of the training session, had the assignment to find the key cards in the library while avoiding and defending attacks by the demons (see Video 1).

Each player wore an energy wrist band, which indicated his/her energy level.

The Rules

The rules of the game were as follows:

• The players had to exit the facility by using two key cards, which have to be found.
• Each player had to wear an energy wrist band and keep it till the end. Energy wrist bands were used to power up the key card slots for opening the exit gate at the end.
• If a demon hit the player with the knife, the player lost his/her wristband. Health could be restored by performing attacks on a pad in the “health restore area” (see beginning of Video 2). After 20 seconds of aggressive attacks, the player’s health was restored and he/she was given the energy wrist band back.

The design element of the energy wrist band allowed for two aspects: First, players received immediate and direct feedback (by losing their energy wrist band), when they could not defend an attack. And second, besides representative partner interactions, the player had an opportunity of practicing their striking and hitting skills as well as their explosive aggression as a second task throughout the game.

Overwatch

One coach of the design team was in charge of the game as a whole. He took the time, made sure that demons moved in the defined speed, made sure that players ran to the pad area when losing their wrist band, and made sure that they returned after 20 seconds working on the pad. Also, this coach reacted to more passive players by directing the demons towards them. The three coach developers (MS, RK, VH) were allowed to walk through the library but were marked with yellow vests, so they could be easily identified as being not part of the game. MS shot photos and recorded video footage that is presented within this article.

Game Progression

The design team incorporated several features that made sure that (a) each player had many opportunities to interact with the demons (and as such practice their self-defense behavior), (b) the difficulty of the game was adapted according
to the self-defense skills of the players. First, the designing team only hid one key card in the library. The players did not know that fact, as such continuing looking for the second key card and thus providing continuous opportunities to encounter demons and to move tactically aware between the shelves. The second key card was hidden by the game designers ten minutes after the game started, in order to allow for enough training time and numerous interactions between demons and players. As such, the players did not have the possibility to finish the game earlier and spent the planned training time with the three main activities of (a) moving tactically between the bookshelves, (b) defending knife attacks, and (c) practicing hard and aggressive attacks on the pad. The time limit was not known by the players, since otherwise, the players may have displayed reduced motivation to move within the facility if they knew that their efforts were in vain at this stage. After the players retrieved the two key cards and every player wore an energy wrist band, the exit gate could be opened (see end of Video 2).

**REFLECTIONS ON THE GAME**

After reflecting on the game after its completion, we noted several issues. First, the game felt loud, noisy and very chaotic from the perspective within the game. This provided the players with a challenge in completing their assignments. However, the game designers (overwatch and the three demons) seemed to have everything under control, while players struggled with the unfolding chaos within the playing area. Players were regularly surprised by demons, screamed while defending themselves and were immediately confronted with the next problem, e.g., discriminating friend from foe when turning around or looking for the best route to get away from the demon. From a skill development perspective, the chaotic nature of the game provided players with a key characteristic of real-world conflict situations (Körner & Staller, 2019), allowing them to practice and attuned the needed skills for such situations.

The second issue is related to the first one: Players displayed adaptive behavior throughout the game. It seems that the demands posed by the game, lead to (a) the adaptation of already learned skills and (b) to the emergence of sometimes new behaviors that were not trained before. For example, some players, when caught off-guard by the demons, had to cope with new attacking angles, yet succeeded in applying the principles that were taught to them. Other players demonstrated new behaviors, like using books to fend off an attacking demon. Adaptability has been identified as a key skill in real-world conflict situations (Boulton & Cole, 2016; Preddy, Stefaniak, & Katsioloudis, 2019). Hence, the game offered opportunities for practicing an important conflict management skill.

Third, the players had fun playing the game and were clearly engaged in the game. Players searched the bookshelves...
in detail for the missing keys and really put the effort in to complete the tasks. Besides the observed tension, when clearing corners or defending an incoming demon, the player laughed a lot. They enjoyed the little details the game designers brought into the game (e.g., masks, key cards, energy wrist bands, etc.). With each new detail players discovered within the playing area, short moments of laughter and enjoyment could be observed. Also, after the players completed the game, they laughed in relief and talked a lot about this great experience of the game. From a motivational perspective, having positive experiences in training settings promotes subsequent attendance in similar training (Salas, Tannenbaum, Kraiger, & Smith-Jentsch, 2012; Sitzmann, Brown, Ely, Kraiger, & Wisher, 2009). As such, the game contributed to the motivation for further attendance in similar settings within the participants. This was evidenced a year later when the coaches showed up for a continuous professional coach development session and still talked about the game, that was played a year before.

Forth, we reflected on the quality of the observed player-demon interactions within the game. While interactions generally had the quality we aimed for (e.g., representative attacks by the demons, representative defenses of the players), some interactions lacked quality. This was the case when players only defended the knife attack without counter-attacking. In such cases, demons often just stopped attacking and turned to another player. However, from a skill development perspective, it would be preferable, when the demons would stick with the player and keep attacking, in order to provide the necessary cues, from an ongoing knife-attack, which is likely more close to real world dynamics of violence. Hence, the game would increase its effectiveness concerning skill development, the more representative each interaction is carried out. As such, they are able to perform representative interactions is a key prerequisite for playing this game.

Finally, we would like to focus on the specific context the game takes place. The specific group that attended the two weeks of coach development were unique insofar,
that they shared a common enthusiasm for popular culture in general. While references to movies and games were a general theme within this course, and coaches discussed the benefits of good game design, the creation of the Doom as a self-defense game was the climax of this shared group effort. The design team enjoyed creating this game as much as the players that played the game. However, it has to be critically taken into account that this game was a perfect fit for this specific group within the specific context of a two-week coach development course. Since motivations and expectations of individuals differ, it may be possible that participants that have other expectations of a violence prevention workshop or a self-defense training program have to be treated differently.

**CONCLUSION**

The presented “Doom” game related to participants’ real-life experience and provided the players with many motivating opportunities for performing the self-defense skill in focus (in the current case: defense against knife attacks) through playing a game. As such the design case provides an idea of how elements of game design could foster skill development and behavioral adaptability in the context of self-defense while keeping representativeness and safety high (Staller et al., 2017a). In the context of mandatory training like emergency services, this could be a fruitful avenue for further research on student-centered design of learning environments. Future studies have to empirically investigate how learning and motivation is affected by game design with regards to conflict management and self-defense.
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